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from the simulation TC. The structures used for image 
registration are drawn on DRRs by the Radiation Oncologist. If 
the results of the on-line comparison are larger than the 
tolerance limits (±0.3cm in any direction) the position is 
corrected by table couch translations. Differences resulting 
from the on-line comparison for the first three sessions are 
recorded and used to calculate the systematic error. The 
systematic error correction will be implemented from the 4th 
session. 
For this study, we calculated the residual set-up error of the 
first three sessions after correction for the systematic error. 
Patients were divided in two groups of 30 patients each; 
those having residuals lower (group A) and higher (group B) 
than the tolerance limits. For group A, weekly imaging 
sessions were planned. In case of errors higher than the 
tolerance limit on weekly images, table displacements were 
applied and images were repeated on the next day. For the 
group B, daily images were planned and table displacements 
were applied when differences exceeded tolerances. 
For both groups of patients we calculated the module of the 
three-dimensional displacement vector for each imaging 
session. A set-up difference was considered out of tolerance 
when the module value exceeded 0.52 cm. The percentage of 
fractions with imaging that were out of tolerance was 
calculated for each patient. 
Results: Results for patients in group A are shown in figure 1. 
Most patients in group A did not need any set-up correction. 
Only for 6 patients more than 20% of the fractions needed 
set-up corrections. The fractions showing set-up difference 
larger than the tolerance limits were those close to the end 
of treatment.  
Results for group B are shown in figure 2. For this group 18 
out of 30 patients would need set-up corrections for more 




Conclusions: The evaluation of residuals after NAL3 is a good 
method for selecting patients that will benefit from daily 
images and on-line evaluation. Not applying a daily imaging 
for that group of patients would result in more than 20% of 
fractions being delivered with a positioning error that would 
lead to a suboptimal irradiation of the CTV. For this group of 
patients either an on-line daily imaging strategy or re-
planning with larger PTV margins would be recommended. 
The latter approach would result in larger doses to healthy 
tissue and nearby organs at risk.  
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Purpose/Objective: The purpose of this study is to develop 
the respiratory monitoring system based on the gyroscope 
sensor and evaluate its possibility as the respiratory training 
system for respiratory gated radiotherapy.  
Materials and Methods: We developed respiratory monitoring 
system based on the gyroscope sensor for respiratory gated 
radiotherapy. It is composed of 3 parts: gyroscope sensor, 
interface, and monitor. Gyroscope sensor is to sensor angular 
velocity of movement, interface is to connect gyroscope 
sensor and monitor through the ethernet or serial port, and 
monitor is to display signal from gyroscope sensor using the 
home-made software. To estimate the accuracy of gyroscope 
sensor, gyroscope sensor was placed on the moving phantom 
which was moved as the respiratory motion and detected its 
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moving. We converted angular velocity, which was acquired 
from gyroscope sensor, angle and compared with real motion. 
Results: The uncertainty of the signal from the gyroscope 
sensor was measured about 5 % in an amplitude and period 
for each interval. The signal from the respiratory monitoring 
system was well matched with the real motion of moving 
phantom.  
Conclusions: We found the possibility of the respiratory 
monitoring system using the gyroscope sensor for the 
respiratory gated radiotherapy. So we plan to complement 
respiratory monitoring system by combining gyroscope sensor 
with acceleration sensor which have been studied by authors 
for the respiratory monitoring system and apply to patients 
to train respiratory motion for increasing the accuracy of 
radiotherapy. 
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Purpose/Objective: The intension of use of fiducial markers 
is the easier location of the target volume and precise 
positioning of the patient during irradiation. The precise 
location of the tumor and thus, better protection of the 
healthy tissue allows delivery of higher doses of radiation 
without increasing the risk of side effects.  
Materials and Methods: The analysis was performed in the 
group of 36 patients (20 men, 16 women), aged from 45 to 
62, diagnosed with metastases cancer to the liver. The 
patients were treated from November 2010 to July 2014. The 
patients had implanted 3(thirty-two patients) or 4 (four 
patients) markers implanted in the liver. 
Results: In 3 patients (8%) who implanted three gold markers, 
the system, detected one marker in each fraction. In 15 
patients (42%) who implanted three gold markers, the system 
detected all markers in all fractions. In 14 patients (39%) who 
implanted three and 4 patients (11%) with implanted four 
gold markers, the system located two markers. To summarize 
of the total number of 112 markers implanted in 36 patients 
the Cyber Knife system has correctly located the position of 
74 markers (66%). In 51%, 41% and 8% of cases the CyberKnife 
system detected 2, 3 or 1 marker. There wasn't a case where 
the system is not detected any marker. 
Conclusions: The analysis showed that the detection of gold 
markers in different fractions of radiotherapy in the same 
patient appears to be repeatable. Therefore, gold markers 
seem to be an effective tool for the precise location of the 
position of the irradiated volume during the treatment. 
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Purpose/Objective: In-room image guidance equipment 
makes it possible to acquire pre-treatment volumetric images 
with the patient in the treatment position. The image quality 
on the 3D lung scans visualizes not only the bony structures, 
but also provides adequate visualization of the tumour 
volume. The objective of this study is to investigate the 
possible advantages of tumour registrations compared to 
bone registration by analysing the differences in tumour- and 
bone registration in kV-CBCT for stereotactic lung 
radiotherapy (relative shifts).  




30 patients were included in this project. At treatment 
planning the patients were immobilized in the supine 
position, and underwent both deep expiration CT scan for 
treatment planning and 4D CT scan for target volume 
delineation. The ITV was defined as the tumour visualized on 
the Maximum Intensity Projected (MIP) reconstructed 4D CT 
images co-registered with the planning CT. Before treatment, 
patients were aligned according to skin marks followed by a 
CBCT acquisition and registration. The CBCT registration to 
the planning CT was performed in two steps; first the CBCTs 
were automatically registered to the bony structures in the 
spine. Secondly and finally, alignment was performed on the 
basis of soft tissue registration to the ITV (Figure 1a)). A total 
number of 128 CBCTs were analysed and the difference 
between the bone- and soft tissue registrations were 
calculated. 
Results: Figure 1a) displays the frequency histogram of the 
relative shifts in the anterior-posterior (AP), superior –
inferior (SI) and left-right (LR) directions. The difference 
between bone- and soft tissue registrations were largest for 
